
Artistes Club 

 
Name: Artistes Club 

 

Meaning:  

Group of skilled performers. 

 

Objective:  

Promoting Kalakars of our community from every field. To give a proper reach and exposure to 

the talented people. 

 

Vision:  

To upbring the best of one self. To make each one to be known that helps in talent recognition. 

 

Mission:  

To give a platform to showcase talents of our community members from all over Mumbai or 

whole Maharashtra. To activate all members especially youth. To create unity and teamwork. To 

develop confidence. 

 

Intro:  

Artistes Club is a platform that we KVA Youth of Vasai have initiated to bring out the talents of 

our community members in the field they are best. This will lead to strong encouragement and 

growth which will keep KVA alive. Social Media is the platform where this can happen in a fast 

phase. There may be many unrecognized skills or hidden talents that one couldn't get chance to 

bring out, this is where they can. From any corner of Maharashtra one can explore their 

expertise. Skills of any fields like drawings, dancing, singing, cooking, etc are encouraged and 

welcomed. 

 

Activities:  

 Three accounts will be created on 3 different Social Medias i.e. YouTube, Instagram and 

Facebook.  

 Videos or photos that strictly follow our protocols are accepted. 

 Twice a week videos or photos will be uploaded on all media as per the protocol. 

 Most Viewed or Liked (per month) will be promoted by highlights on their posts, etc. 

 Later on (when Covid situations are under control) we can ask these talented people for a 

live performance. 

 We can further come up with tutorials and other ideas.      

 

Credits: 
Team: Vineesh Mohanan, Shilsha Rajan, Rishi Rajeevan and Vishnu Surendran (KVA Youth, 

Vasai) 

Thanks to Ashidha Mavilakandy (KVA Youth, Santacruz) and Freena Khanatore (KVA Youth, 

Vasai) 



 

Protocols: 

 All kinds of skills/talents are welcomed. Be it drawing, dancing, cooking, crafting, etc. 

 The art or the talent or skills performed by him or her, should be purely an original one. If 

asked for a live example, one should be able to showcase it. 

 Videos and Images should be mailed to our email address alongwith name, description 

and the credits and if possible contact number, username of Instagram and Facebook Id. 

 The content sent to us should be a final one. 

 Videos duration: Maximum 15min. 

 More than 1min. videos will be posted on YouTube, Instagram IGTV and Facebook. 

 Less than 1min. videos or images will be posted on Instagram and Facebook. 

 Quality: For video, it should be minimum 720p. For image, it should be clear and good 

quality. 

 For any group activities/performance should contain only our community members. In 

exceptional cases, if any one wants to participate who is not our community member, can 

participate, but mandatorily, that particular group should contain majority of KVA 

members. 

 Social media Apps like tik tok, dubsmash, etc are not accepted. 

 Further changes, if any, will be notified. 

 


